
The magazine of Brighton Hash House Harriers

Find us on 
Unless indicated, all r*ns are on Mondays 

approximate starting 
journey time accordingly from your location.

DATE #NO ON ON 

4th December 2023 2338 Lewes Arms, Lewes
Directions: A27 east to Lewes roundabout.
up Mount Place past Lewes Arms. Car park at top of road on left.

11th December 2023 2339 Plough, Pyecombe
Directions: A23 north. Off at first exit A273. 1st left, pub on right.

18th December 2023 2340 Hassocks Hotel
Directions: North on A23 filter left on A273 over Clayton Hill. Turn right at Stone P
left hand side. Est 10 mins. Christmas party and awards 

24th December 2023 2341 Eight Bells, Bolney
Directions: A23 north to A272. Turn right then right again for villa
Est. 15 mins Daytime hash 11am start –

1st January 2024 2342 Eager New Year hare required!
Directions:. Est. 15 mins. 

Receding Hareline – not looking too good!
08/01/24 Eager New Year hare required!
15/01/24 Eager New Year hare required!
22/01/24  Eager New Year hare required!
29/01/24  Eager New Year hare required!

Hashing around Sussex: 
CRAP UK H3 - r*ns start at 11am:  
03/12/23 Parsons Pig, Balcombe Rd, Crawley RH10 3

Hastings H3 - r*ns start at 10.66am (11.06
03/12/23 Staple Cross Recreation Ground 
On Inn: The Cross Inn. Sh*t Stirrer and Snake Hips
Xmas hash - so festive dress please! 

EGH3 – r*ns start at 10.45am on Sundays
10/12/23 Groombridge Village Hall TN3 9QX
Christmas trail and party - Tickets are £10 and include food.  
To book your ticket, please email doug.barr@btinternet.com
letting him know if you are meatie or a veggie!

W&NK H3 Boxing day trail - r*ns start at
26/12/23 Tilgate Park, Car park opposite the huts
Crawley RH10 5HW 

onononononononononononon
Thought for the day: Our proofreaders are second to nine!

The magazine of Brighton Hash House Harriers
Trash #332 Christmas 2023 

 or at http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/
ll r*ns are on Mondays at 19.00pm and all directions/ timings are 

 from Patcham roundabout A23/A27 junction. Please adjust 
journey time accordingly from your location. 

 Post Code

Lewes Arms, Lewes BN7 1YH
A27 east to Lewes roundabout. Left up hill and straight on at traffic lights. Left after castle, then hard left 

up Mount Place past Lewes Arms. Car park at top of road on left. Est. 15 mins. 

Plough, Pyecombe BN45 7FN
at first exit A273. 1st left, pub on right. Est. 5 mins. ## includes a visit to Chopper’s gate ##

Hassocks Hotel BN6 8HN
North on A23 filter left on A273 over Clayton Hill. Turn right at Stone Pound traffic lights, pub by station on 

Christmas party and awards – clear your diary now! 

Eight Bells, Bolney RH17 5QW
A23 north to A272. Turn right then right again for village. Limited parking in Village car park, or use street.

– joint with EGH3. 

Eager New Year hare required! 

not looking too good!:  
ear hare required! 

Eager New Year hare required! 
Eager New Year hare required! 
Eager New Year hare required! Burns hash? 

Parsons Pig, Balcombe Rd, Crawley RH10 3NL 

(11.06am):  
Staple Cross Recreation Ground TN32 5QH 

Sh*t Stirrer and Snake Hips 

on Sundays: 
TN3 9QX 

Tickets are £10 and include food.   
doug.barr@btinternet.com  

letting him know if you are meatie or a veggie! 

r*ns start at 11am:  
Car park opposite the huts 

onononononononononononon 

Our proofreaders are second to nine! 

 
The magazine of Brighton Hash House Harriers 

http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/ 

ll directions/ timings are 
Please adjust 

Post Code HARES  

BN7 1YH Spreadsheet 
Left up hill and straight on at traffic lights. Left after castle, then hard left 

BN45 7FN Nasty Nips 100th 
## includes a visit to Chopper’s gate ## 

 
BN6 8HN Ride-It, Baby 

ound traffic lights, pub by station on 

RH17 5QW Bouncer & Angel 
Limited parking in Village car park, or use street. 



BH7 HASH EVENTS
Hash mismanagement, the latest who’s who:
GM  Pete ‘Local Knowledge’ Eastwood
On-Sec Don ‘On-Don’ Elwick 
Webfart Brent ‘Keeps It Up’ Crowle
Hare Raiser Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons 
Beer Monster Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson
RA’s Dave ‘Dangleberry’ King 
 Scott ‘Nasty Nips’ Heckle
   John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins 
DIARY DATES – see full list of events being attended by Brighton 
hashers on website under Away Hashes: 
08-10/03/2024  Interhash Queenstown, New Zealand 
https://www.interhash2024.com/ 
28/3-01/04/2024  FUK Easter Migration Athens, Greece 
26-28/07/2024  Interscandi Hash Hamburg 
https://mermaidsh3.wixsite.com/interscandi

CHRISTMAS HASH PARTY AND AWARDS NIGHT
Please add orders here: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1W2rvJJzaVlA98fyAYZs9cjxL4V0pYCUJW2Zz7Z5BprI/edit#gid=0
Payments to Brighton Hash House Harriers Account with a payment reference of “Xmas” (Lloyds Bank: 
be received no later than Sunday 10/12/23. Please could all rewards from earlier years be returned by Monday 11

EVENTS DIARY & NOTICES
Hash mismanagement, the latest who’s who: 

ete ‘Local Knowledge’ Eastwood 

Brent ‘Keeps It Up’ Crowle 

Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson 
 

Scott ‘Nasty Nips’ Heckle 

Hash Cash Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson
Hash Trash  John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins
Haberhash Kayleen ‘Wildbush’ Holland
Hash Horn  Matt ‘Rebel WHK’ Spencer
SDW relay  Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones 
Hashtorian David ’Spreadsheet’ Evans
Christmas Hash Pat ‘Ride
Hash awards Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones 
 Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons

see full list of events being attended by Brighton 
 

Interhash Queenstown, New Zealand - 

FUK Easter Migration Athens, Greece - see #330 
Interscandi Hash Hamburg (full – waiting list) 

.com/interscandi-2024 

A GATE FOR PHIL ‘CHOPPER’ MUTTON:
Rescheduled gate date 24
would like to contribute, and haven’t done so 
already, please either give money at the next hash, 
or transfer funds into the Brighton Hash House 
Harriers Account with a payment reference of “Phil” 
(Lloyds Bank : 30-67-72 / 31893463

CHRISTMAS HASH PARTY AND AWARDS NIGHT: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1W2rvJJzaVlA98fyAYZs9cjxL4V0pYCUJW2Zz7Z5BprI/edit#gid=0

Payments to Brighton Hash House Harriers Account with a payment reference of “Xmas” (Lloyds Bank: 
Please could all rewards from earlier years be returned by Monday 11

NOTICES 
Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson 
John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins 
Kayleen ‘Wildbush’ Holland 
Matt ‘Rebel WHK’ Spencer 
Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones  
David ’Spreadsheet’ Evans 
Pat ‘Ride-It, Baby’ Morfitt 
Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones  
Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons 

A GATE FOR PHIL ‘CHOPPER’ MUTTON: 
Rescheduled gate date 24th November 11am. If you 
would like to contribute, and haven’t done so 
already, please either give money at the next hash, 
or transfer funds into the Brighton Hash House 

ers Account with a payment reference of “Phil” 
72 / 31893463). 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1W2rvJJzaVlA98fyAYZs9cjxL4V0pYCUJW2Zz7Z5BprI/edit#gid=0  
Payments to Brighton Hash House Harriers Account with a payment reference of “Xmas” (Lloyds Bank: 30-67-72/ 31893463) must 

Please could all rewards from earlier years be returned by Monday 11th December. 

 



    
with the Playboy seasonal cartoons:

  
“He's a most immoral Santa!” 

At twelve o'clock on Christmas Eve, she tiptoed up the stairs, She stood beneath the mistletoe and combed her silken hair,  
Then Santa Claus slipped down the flue and caught her unawares, And this is what she said, Ohhhhhhhh 

Father Christmas do not touch me [x3], as she stood beneath the mistletoe  

 
"Oh my name is Father Christmas" he informed her as he met her. Shе said "Good grief, it's 7 yеars since I sent you a letter!" 

He said "I can't stand little girls, BIGGER ONES ARE BETTER!!" And this is what she said, Ohhhhhhhh, 
Father Christmas do not touch me [x3], as she stood beneath the mistletoe 

 
Father Christmas do not touch .. [x3], as she stood beneath the mistletoe 

Father Christmas do not ….[x3], as she stood beneath the mistletoe 
Father Christmas do ….. [x3], as she stood beneath the mistletoe 

Father Christmas …… [x3], as she stood beneath the mistletoe 
Father ..., Father ..., FATHER...!! As she stood beneath the mistletoe 

Faaa ..., Faaa ..., FAAA ...! As she stood beneath the mistletoe 

 
He's a most immoral Santa, he's a most immoral Santa, He's a most immoral Santa, as she stood beneath the mistletoe 

Lyrics from: FATHER CHRISTMAS, DO NOT TOUCH ME by The Goodies  



RESHAUNING… 
2333 Good Companions, Brighton – Despite our name, hashes in actual Brighton are 
rare, mainly due to the strict parking conditions, costs, and, more recent 
complications of having to pay by phone. This is a real shame as I regularly get 
messages from OSHITS (Overseas Hashers In Town) wanting to join us but needing 
transport out of town. The Shaun trail offered an ideal opportunity for visitors to get 
along so we welcomed Shameless and Black Cock Down from overseas, and local 
Gemma (assuming the Angel role from last time by hashing by bike), although recent 
returnees Foot Fetish and Samui Poo got their numbers wrong and headed to Five 
Ways instead of Seven Dials! Briefly introducing the hash concept, Fukarwe 
requested that we use the Shauns as regroups and photo opportunities, then didn’t 
listen to himself. Setting off past Montpelier Crescent, trail took us straight down to 
the seafront via a couple of checks to our first Shaun, Radiance, outside the i360 
visitor centre. Whilst trying to 
update Foot Fetish on our 
location I fell back 
momentarily, but spotted the 
pack rush on and up the ramp 
where the arrow pointed left 

but finding nothing more by the front of the i360 returned unable to either 
see pack or find trail, so had to resort to tech, to discover they’d crossed 
over to visit Frothy at the Grand. It’s sad for the town that so many of the 
sculptures had to be removed due to vandalism, some with graffiti but 
others being completely smashed, however, JAWs had tackled some inner 
demons by turning up in full sheep outfit so made a useful substitute 
posing as Briny outside the fishing museum before we cracked on to Sheep 

Dip at the beach carousel and again to 
Captain Shaun the Pirate in front of Palace Pier. We were teased with Marine Parade before 
crossing Old Steine and heading into the Lanes to tick off Shaun Regent, Bleats and Blossom, 
Shaun the Shapes and Jungle Magic. Unfortunately a few of us checked wrong, and although 
we got very close to the latter before the call back, missed the marks and ended up using Little 
Swingers Shaun knowledge to try and second guess the pack by heading through Pavilion 
Gardens. Another call to Angel and a long sprint back up to the Clock Tower, we just spotted 
the pack heading away from Coaster outside Churchill Shopping Centre, having also missed 
Jaws standing in again at Shaun in the 
Clouds. Heading up Dyke Road, trail carried 
on through St. Nicholas Church to follow 

various twittens, but unbelievably I again lost sight of the front of the pack, 
and hearing a call of on left, headed down to the station to find A Round 
Brighton. Apparently AnneRKey had spotted me erring and called me back, 
but it’s a good job she was on point as the next Shaun the pack found was 

Anarchy in the Ewe-K in North Laines! 
Hare for some reason missed the 
Station so the final visit was to Eden at 
Trafalgar Place before the on inn via Howard Place. This is a busy town pub but we had an 
area off to the right to ourselves so were able to conduct a circle without bothering other 
customers, where hare Fukarwe was chastised for sporadic marking and forgetting to 
regroup at the Shauns, to the Grand Old Duke. Pussy Galore had introduced husband 
Sebastian but they and the other hash virgin Just Gemma, had left early so the questions 
were asked of Shameless and Black Cock Down, the latter also being encouraged to visit 
Black Rock, but I suspect the suspect suspected he was being misguided! After an Uber, 
Foot Fetish and Samui Poo had done a better job than I of following trail despite being 

solo (although they got lost at the same point coming out of the Lanes!), but having had to shoot off early from Lewes last 
week also received their first timers downer. Next up, South African hookers Trouble and Samui Poo were congratulated on the 
RWC win with One Erection brilliantly suggesting the old Spitting Image number “I've never met a nice South African”, before 
AnneRKey received a baaing sheep down down for her namesake Shaun. And 

finally, for the 5 Ways/ 7 Dials 
cock up, and for getting stuck at 
A&E for 8 hours after gouging his 
leg on his first hash back, Foot 
Fetish was a worthy recipient of 
the Numpty mug! Closing circle, a 
final mention had to be made of 
the absent Hash Gomi, who’d 
foregone his Monday fix but  app-
eared as we ran past where he 
was enjoying a half price Indian 
meal. Another great hash! Bouncer 



A closer look at the Shauns from StS hash#2 (with thanks to AnneRKey for the photos): 
1 Radiance - “I want Shaun to bring glitter and sparkle to your day 
as you pass by; to celebrate the joy of being alive with a little bit of 
fabulous!” Alison Lapper is a member of the Mouth and Foot 
Painting Artists. In 2005, she was the subject of the famous Marc 
Quinn sculpture ‘Alison Lapper pregnant’ which was displayed in 
London’s Trafalgar Square. She graduated in Fine Art from the 
University of Brighton and in 2003 was awarded an MBE. Sadly, in 
2019, Alison’s son Parys died at the age of 19, but despite several 
difficult years she is determined to celebrate life. Alison would like 
to credit her assistant Bella Grainger who helped paint Shaun. 
2 Frothy - Taking a dip in the sea, or even a stroll along the 
seashore, has been proven to make us happier, healthier, and more 
capable of connection. Many of us can attest to the sea’s positive 
impact on our wellbeing and ‘Frothy’ is a simple celebration of its 
healing powers. Rosie Apps is a local illustrator whose work is often 
inspired by beachy living, and in particular Brighton’s glorious 
coastline. Her commissioned work ranges from book cover 
illustrations to large-scale public murals and this year she was 
chosen as Brighton’s official illustrator to create the city’s summer 
signage, with large-scale banners featuring her artwork installed 
throughout the city. 

3 Briny - Featuring the flora 
and fauna which make our 
waterways so special, ‘Briny’ 
depicts the diversity in our 
local wetlands, heading out to 
sea towards Shaun’s tail. 
Artist Danni Smith has 
included many vulnerable 
species including a plethora 
of iridescent dragonflies and 
damselflies, and featured on 
Shaun’s back legs are 
rewilded local kelp forests. 
There are so many things to 
discover in this design – how 
many species can you find? 
Danni is inspired by her 
family and the natural world 
and loves nothing more than 
wandering in the local 
community orchard with her 

loved ones and a sketchbook. 
4 Sheep Dip - Shaun has taken a dip into the culture and cityscape of 
Brighton & Hove and is awash with suburban wildlife, local landmarks, 
and iconic architecture. So why not take a deep dive into artist Lauren 
Nickless’s design and wander the streets of Brighton (on Shaun’s 
right) and Hove (on his left). Lauren, a local illustrator, creates quirky 
cityscape artworks which celebrate the character of a location, 
capturing everything from iconic architecture to local secrets. Her 
vibrant prints layer the many dimensions of city life and there is always 
something new to discover in the detail of her work. 
5 Captain Shaun the Pirate - Why are pirates called ‘pirates’? 
They just Arrrrrrrrrr! Ahoy there me hearties. Swashbuckling Captain Shaun is feeling mischievous in this design that reflects Brighton’s century’s old connection 
with smugglers and pirates. He has a crimson skull-and-crossbones bandana and is carrying his cutlass and flintlock pop gun ready for action. Artist Russ Iden 
studied at Epsom School of Art and has more than 35 years’ experience as a designer, illustrator, mural painter, and photographer. He lives in Worthing and 
known for his bold, colourful designs, cartoons, illustrations and murals. 
6 The Shaun Regent - Taking inspiration from the Royal Pavilion and Brighton Museum, ‘The Shaun Regent’ features an intricate yet bold graphic, repeated 
print, combining motifs and inspiration from antique porcelain, textiles, architecture and furniture. The Royal Pavilion is a testament to the diverse decorative 
tastes of George IV when he was Prince Regent (1811–20). Kirsti Davidson is an illustrator based in Brighton and produces visual concepts and storyboards for 
animation, interactive games, picture books and surface design. 
7 Bleats & Blossom - With skinny little legs and a fluffy body, Shaun is the perfect muse for this design inspired by travels in Japan and beautiful sakura cherry 
blossom. Sakura trees bloom for just one-to-two weeks, and for artist Claire Havell they symbolise the beauty and fragility of life and the importance of making the 
most of every moment we have together. So, why not enjoy a moment of peace here by the blossoms and cherish someone you love today? Claire is a designer and 
illustrator based in Brighton. Inspired by nature, folklore, and travels abroad, she enjoys using bold, bright, colours to create quirky art that makes people smile. 
8 Shaun the Shapes - When it comes to fashion, Shaun doesn’t follow the flock. Out and about on the streets of Brighton, he likes to throw some shapes and 
stand out from the crowd. Sporting a bright-on, bespoke creation, his colourful undulating coat is a free-flowing doodle design. Brighton-based artist Mister Phil 
creates vibrant, fun, images in unrestrained doodle style, incorporating numerous intertwined characters generally enjoying themselves. He has created artwork 
for giant murals, sculptures, beer cans, and record covers and is always looking for new objects and canvasses to cover in free-flowing forms. 
9 Jungle Magic - Drawing inspiration from the vibrant colours and forms of the natural world, jungle-themed Shaun reflects artist Louise Mulgrew’s passion for 
wildlife. Louise enjoys capturing the essence of her favourite creatures and hopes to foster a sense of kinship between animals and their human counterparts, 
injecting humour and charm along the way. Take a closer look and discover all the creatures, big and small, hidden in Shaun’s woolly wilderness. Louise is a 
Brighton-based illustrator and publisher of eco-friendly greetings cards. She works mostly with gouache and pen and ink, and usually on a teeny-tiny scale. She 
describes her designs as “whimsical, playful and a little bit cute.” 
10 Shaun In the Clouds - Shaun is covered in big, bright, colourful clouds, inspired by the ever-changing skies above. As a child, 
artist Ben Cavanagh spent a great deal of time staring up at the clouds conjuring up imaginary worlds in the sky. He still looks up for 
inspiration, and graphic, multi-coloured, clouds often feature in his artwork. Ben is a mural artist based in Littlehampton and 
specialises in large, colourful designs and characters drawn from his imagination. He is inspired by street art, anime, cartoons, 
mythology, graffiti and nature. He likes to paint outside on the streets to “make people smile and brighten their day.” 
11 Coaster - Japanese culture recognises the short-lived life-span of the cherry blossom; a metaphor for our ‘fleeting lives’ and a 
reminder that we should cherish every minute. Sakura was inspired by Japanese artist Katsushika Hokusai’s ‘Goten-Yama Hill on the 
Takaido’ with it’s depiction of cherry blossom trees, and given a Sussex twist. Fiona Blair is a freelance illustrator based in the heart of 
Brighton. Her portfolio is comprised of vibrant, detailed, acrylic illustrations and oil-colour paintings exploring a variety of subjects. 
12 Anarchy in the Ewe-K - Punk rocker Shaun wants to tickle out your inner rebel and to be an icon for self-expression and headbanging, 
skankin’ selfies! Brighton has always celebrated eclectic style and diverse sub-genres and ‘Anarchy in the Ewe K’ is no exception.  
13 Eden - Celebrating biodiversity, ‘Eden’ is painted with a highly-saturated palette and borrows its name from the ‘Garden of Eden’, 
the biblical paradise. Exploring humanity’s relationship with nature, ‘Eden’ juxtaposes binary elements such as plastic toy monkeys 
from the popular children’s game ‘Barrel of Monkeys’ with a mono titi/squirrel monkey and a toucan helium balloon floating through 
the glorious rain forest. Artist Katherine Griffin explores the environmental impact of the Anthropocene (including human activities 
such as climate change) and combines it with a love of kitsch and colour. She works on her otherworldly dreamscapes from her 
studio in Kemptown and also on large scale murals across the city and beyond. 
14 A Round Brighton - Adorned with illustrations of Brighton & Hove’s attractions, Shaun will take you on a tour around our 
vibrant city. The ‘rounds’ represent Shaun’s wool and are geographically located: ‘North’ is on his left side (including North 
Laine and the Amex Stadium) and ‘South’ is on his right (the beach and the pier). The ‘rounds’ only contain part of an image to encourage curiosity – how many 
locations do you recognise? Sam Bailey is an award-winning graduate of Central St. Martin’s College of Art and Design and has more than 20 years’ experience 
in the graphic design industry. 
15 Happy Planet - “When you show animals and nature love and respect, you will be rewarded by a sensory explosion of love and happiness!” So says artist 
Kat Irvine, whose love for animals, plants, and flowers is the inspiration for this design. Kat is happiest when surrounded by wildlife, and she has included a 
blackbird in amongst the foliage as it holds special meaning for her. Kat’s art usually involves lively, quirky characters and plants and she enjoys weaving a story 
into her designs. She wants to evoke joyful emotions through her work and to encourages everyone to flock together in support of a ‘Happy Planet’. 



Have yourself a Beery little Christmas with the CRAFT H3 … 
Unfortunately we couldn’t find a suitable Saturday for this years 12 pubs of Christmas so the Christmas CRAFT will be 
on Friday 22nd December, hared by Keeps It Up and Wildbush in Haywards Heath area, and will instead be 12 beers of 
Christmas (or 12 drinks depending on your tipple!). Meeting from 5pm at the Burrell Arms by the station and using 
every dive we can as a pub. Don’t forget your tankards and Christmas jumpers! 
Just to whet your appetite here’s 12 images of a drinking Christmas: 

   
You never know what might happen, or who we’ll bump into: 

   

 



REHASHING…  
Run 2334 Beardsfield Nursery, Ditchling – Time for the Annual Bonfire Run and BBQ, for which we’re 
appreciative to Local Knowledge and his family for hosting us. No surprise then that the evening saw a 
bumper turnout of 41! With On On Don penning the BBQ words, and One Erection haring, it was on-out N 
up Common Ln, before going to grass NE to cross the Wivelsfield to Lewes railway line, and encounter 
Folders Ln. Trail then plunged into the depths of Ditchling Common, hugging the NE perimeter, passing 
the business park and St Georges Retreat, then paralleling Ditchling Rd N, mainly under trees. Crossing to 
take Janes Ln W, it was back under the canopy to reach Sunnybrook House. Which pack skirted anticlock, 
to cross brook and find the Burgess Hill city limits. A sort of wildlife corridor path S then SW kept suburbia 
at bay, hopping Kings Wy, and then the aforementioned railway via pedestrian level crossing (look 
left+right). That crossing, and the lane encountered beyond, are rather wonderfully named One O’Clock. 
Is that because they’re pointing as the hour hand does at 1?! Without time to ponder, pack took snook SE, 
to recross Kings Wy. And via Cold Waltham Ln, find a second wildlife corridor, named accurately though a 
little unoriginally, The Woods. At least until Folders Ln re-crossed and The Ridgeview Wine Estate entered 
view, when we were wholly out of the woods. Without time for a glass, it was then E along the also 
wonderfully-named Fragbarrow Ln, to re-parallel Ditchling Ln S and on-inn. Arriving, we were greeted by the welcome site of a roaring firepit, 
burger+sausage grill underway, buns+salad+sauces to accompany, and most importantly a barrel of Downlands Brewery Best, at the keenest 
of price points. Once Wildbush had exhibited her best burger-flipping and sausage-spinning skills, and we’d all amply sustained+refreshed, 
those inside were called outside, to enjoy a fulsome firework display, kindly arranged by 1E and Ride It Baby. Circle then opened with muchly 
thanks to LK+family, and to 1E for the most excellent trail, with the only substantive complaint being the stupendous quantity of fishhooks! 
Sins opened with a 100

th
 r*n ‘get a life’ DD for Penguin Shagger, except it was merely his 99

th
, so reclaiming that beer before drunk, that 

‘1
 
more r*n needed’ glass was awarded instead to 1E, for the following RA-like weather arranging!: ‘Ride It Baby: Forecast is for 8 degrees 

this evening. 1E’s reply: I set it at 5’. Turned out that was miles not degrees. Or as 1E ventured, even time of the day! Next up we had Prince 
Crashpian SCB-ing through a gate, except that he was merely the spokesman, with On On Don venturing ‘I led 10 this way’, so the DD went 
instead to OOD. And talking of groups, 20 were headed on check’s true trail, with Angel following calling ‘checking on 1!’, thus joining OOD 
for DD. On-trail, Gromit snagged 3 cockleburs to the ankle, that caused him to remark at check that he resembled a morris dancer, and then 
proceed to jig, for which Gromit was invited up to demo and DD. Though declined to jig citing slippery deck. Talking of pirouettes, Pirate 
arriving for circle managed to steer his car into a ditch. On-inn-ing hashers pulled the car out, though not before Pirate’s exclamation to 
helping Bonking Queen, ‘that’s a girl!’. Obviously earning him DD, and presumably nearly earning him push-back into the ditch by BQ! An on-
trail cameo unfolded between 1E+Angel, as the latter thought the former was marking through a long-looked-for check, but 1E was just 
drawing said check as AWOL. Which Angel remarked was cheeky, finger-poking 1E in the belly, to which 1E responded ‘that’s not my cheek!’. 
So up again came 1E, and he would have been joined by Angel had she not nominated Bouncer as designated-drinker. Ending as we started, 
it was PS back up, for r*nning though marks, omitting fishhooks, and falling over, per the South Downs Relay. Closing circle, an unexpected 
further volley of fireworks lit the nursery skies to deserved applause. Dangleberry 

 
ononononononononononononononon 

2335 Jack & Jill, Clayton – If it seems that we’ve been here a lot recently, that’s because we have! Our 3rd visit 
this year was planned in the hope that we could visit the delayed new gate for Chopper, but hare Nasty Nips 
opted for the ‘before and after’ approach, giving us a bit of a clue on the direction. So off we charged the length 
of New Way Lane to the turn, where trail went left to a check. The vertical ascent rarely appeals and especially 
not this time of year, so a few of us were led astray by JAWs calling on his own fevered imagination, before 
rejoining the pack to in fact skirt the 130m contour. Labouring at the rear after doubting Anthony’s checking 
skills, especially given his distraction of new boot Naomi whose ear he bent the entire trail, I was glad of the 
fishhook on the way to the trig, one of many this evening. Dropping off the top we did indeed pass the gate 
location, although little was made of it due to the quagmire around. Surprisingly, given that the ‘after’ trail will 
hopefully be from the Plough for Nips 100

th
 in a few weeks, we then headed down to Pyecombe on the slippy, 

rutted chalk track that we will just have to get used to. Crossing up past the golf club led to another inevitable 
fishhook, my 3

rd
, although Angel walking had already achieved that! On home was fairly obvious down to the 

windmills, then down again to their namesake pub. Circling up after rehydrating, Nips was thanked for the trail, 
before RA got mischievous teasing the new boot with a memory game and getting everyone to tell her their handle, but admitted it was just 
to see if they could remember themselves. And Pink didn’t disappoint having completely forgotten she is now Pussy Vapour! On the subject 
of handles, pack was encouraged to engage the grey cells and think of names for the returning Leon; the decree absoluted Anthony (as of 
today, which might explain his keen interest in Naomi); as well as Jeremy and Zoe. Despite Nominator’s absence Leon still received a downer 
as a long term returnee, drinking, much to her surprise, with Ride-It, Baby, the latter having gone to pains to report JAWs for calling on 
leaves, but he’d had to make his escape early so, suspecting he was under fire, had nominated her as hash snitch! She wasn’t finished 
though, and so after a brief intermission where Shirker Ninezing was called for attempting to lower the height of Wolstonbury Hill by sitting 
on the trig point, she then accused the wa*kers of shortcutting. Job and title spring to mind, but apparently even hare was bemused by their 
appearance where they ought not have been, so up came Wildbush as map carrier, to down with Tripsy Daisy whose attempts to sell a kayak 
had doubtless been hampered by the distinctly anatomical view she’d posted on the marketplace. Zoe’s car key had got stuck in the recess 
earlier causing her to snort loudly when I said that I’d found that Blu Tac helps me get it out, inadvertently uttering a Double Entendre she 
felt warranted sharing by way of awarding a down down. I was immediately reminded that she’d been dancing in the wind so we downed 
together to 20 toes. And finally, Foot Fetish passed the Numpty mug on to Shirker, who can’t make the hash every week as he takes his 
granddaughter to football training. But when she decided she didn’t want to go the other week, did he accept it and come to the hash like a 
true hasher with a thirst? Nope, the Shirker way is different and he bribed her £10 to go, to get out of the hash! Another great hash! Bouncer



It’s a dog’s life at Christmas! 

 



REHASHING with Nasty Nips…   
2336 The Long Man, Wilmington – A short route was promised by the 
hare as the pub kitchen would be shutting at 8:30. And so, without 
much ado, the hash set off N out of the pub on The St to the A27 and 
the first check, finding Ride It Baby (surprisingly) the only one to venture 
into the marshy grass and back S (and in the general direction of The 
Long Man itself). Trail called S and footpath followed turning E and then 
S around the field and up the hill. Trail continued across the field turning 
SW, where the pack split to find the continuation; it transpired that the 
hare had taken the pack a little too high up the hill and the gate that 
was supposed to be 'up the hill to the left' was in fact down the hill and 
to the right! With trail now confirmed, the hash proceeded through the 
gate and onto the mud track heading up hill in a meandering SE 
direction before the next check at a stile. Trail continued W / SW along 

the most northerly of the possible footpaths until a crossroads with gate downhill, straight on, and uphill (i.e. towards The Long 
Man). True trail was, of course, up towards The Long Man. Path followed around, turning right and crossing over The St and 
taking the track to (and N onto) Back Ln, turning N onto Milton St and then E 
on the footpath crossing the field. The end of thefootpath and just before the 
church / Sip Stop found a fishhook for 7. On into Sip Stop where a belated 
Trafalgar toast was made to The King. From Sip Stop trail continued N  on the 
minor road / footpath parallel to The St before dropping onto The St and On 
Inn. Once gathered back inside and with the circle called, first up was the hare, 
who it was noted had found us larking around in the mud within the first 
minute of the hash but surprisingly little after that. DD to "Here's to the hare". 
Next up were called Tripsy Daisy (noted purely for wearing purely purple), 

Trouble (for holiday bragging) and RIB 
(for commenting on the first check that 
'it was like a swamp', with ML 
responding 'What’s my name?'). DD to "A spoonful of Long Man makes the harriets go 
down". Last up were called ML (for plagiarism - his speech about the Long Man was just 
read from the sign), Knightrider (more plagiarism and noted SCBing after Sip Stop) and 
Spreadsheet (simply for wearing wellies). DD to "This is your Down Down song". Next 
week's hash details were provided by hare KIU, the re-arranged date for Chopper's 
Memorial Gate was confirmed (Friday 24th November @ 11am), and circle was closed 
with a toast to the hash. 

2337 Red Lion, Lindfield - With everyone gathered, Keeps It Up gave the chalk 
talk; or at least, he attempted to, instead drowned out by the booming voice of 
Hash Gomi talking over him and apparently eager to get going. So, with no idea of 
the length, number of fishhooks, or anything else, the hash set forth S out of pub 
along the B2028 / High St before crossing onto the footpath at the W edge of 
Lindfield Common. The Common was kept to the left as the footpath skirted the 
edge in SE direction and on to / crossing Meadow Dr. Trail continued on footpath 
between allotments and Croxton Ln before turning S on Gravelye Ln, then turning 
onto the footpath just before Rustlings Cl, SE then S to Langmore Ln and onto 
Chilton Grove. Another footpath found trail continuing S onto Lyoth Ln where the 
first fishhook would be encountered. Trail to end of Lyoth Ln and then N/NE on 
Snowdrop Ln and another fishhook at the end of the lane. Footpath taken E 
between Walstead Manor Lodge and Walstead Stud and towards the woods. Trail 
turned sharply from E to NNW and towards E Mascalls Ln and onto Snowflakes Ln 
where the footpath was taken before the right hand turn / Walstead Forge. Trail 
followed footpath NNW until Hangman's Acre Farm where it then turned W and 
on to Wilderness Field. Trail continued W on N edge of Wilderness Field, on to 
Francis Rd, through All Saints Church and then S on 2028 / High St. On to the circle, and first up the hares KIU and Wildbush 
and the usual remarks for the route shouted out to them. DD to "Here's to the hare". Next up Mudlark and Amanda, spotted 
hanging around at the fishhook after the cornfield rather than running straight back. However, both were driving and so 
nominated Hash Gomi and James respectively. Nonetheless, Bouncer insisted that "20 Toes" be sung for the DD, even though 
arms were refused to be interlinked (although they got close enough for us to hear James exclaim "He's too hairy"!). HG, 
having just sat down from the nominated DD was then called straight back up for his own DD. When asked what for and then 
continuing to talk over NN anyway, he was told it was because "he didn't shut the f*** up" and had talked over the hare in 
the circle at the start. Ant B was also called up for suffering from verbal diarrhoea on a recent hash. DD to "Little Willies". 
Psyclepath and KIU were then both called up, PsyP for trying to avoid shiggy on the trail and ending up tangled in brambles, 
and KIU for having to consult his own map at one point on the trail. DD to "Stupid". Finally, KIU was called back up again, and 
a list of all the other charge levied against him that evening read out: (1) at one check KIU stated that there was a mark in 
every direction, (2) KIU was heard to say that when he recce'd the trail the day before it was even shiggier, (3) KIU stated that 
due to the weather the marks were low. Or high. And finally (4) KIU also stated that marks were on the right. Or the left. Or, 
in fact, in the middle! DD to "10, 9, 8…". Details for next week's hash were confirmed but it was noted that the hare 
(Spreadsheet) is currently unwell - ML and others offered to assist if need be. Circle was closed with a toast to the hash. 



IN THE NEWS: 
BREAKING: New Foreign Secretary David Cameron promises to secure immediate, once-and-for-all solution to the 

Israel/Palestine conflict by holding a referendum. 

 
After Everton’s 10 point deduction for a single regulation breach, Manchester City are sweating over their 115 charges: 

 
RIP Matthew Perry in a hot tub incident; AI safety summit; Farage on Celeb; Dr. Who at 60; and the Autumn statement: 

 
American Bully XL’s banned; Gaza Lineker’s “textbook genocide” backfire, and Hamas; and Tesla 2024: 

 
ononononononononononononononon 

Got some cards in the post yesterday. Opened the 1st one and some rice fell out, Merry Christmas from Uncle Ben. The next one a 
Yorkshire pudding fell out, Merry Christmas from Aunt Bessie. The third one a pizza fell out, Merry Christmas from Papa John! 

 



Make a Daft Noise for Christmas… 
“Christmas is coming, Isn't it a laugh, We haven't any money, So let's all go daft!”  

Christmas silliness, and a pint for anyone who spots the seasonal link hidden in the trash: 
When I was young I made a spelling mistake on my letter to Santa. Spent a very awkward Christmas Day with some bloke from Acton. 

 
It was Christmas Eve and a couple were doing last-minute shopping when Bouncer disappeared. Angel phoned him on his 
mobile, “Where are you?” He calmly replied “Do you remember the jewellery shop we went into 5 years ago where you fell in 
love with a diamond necklace we couldn’t afford?” Her eyes filled, “Yes I remember”, she said. ”Well I’m in the pub next door!” 

 
My mate from Liverpool has just got his kids a trampoline and a couple of bikes for Christmas from the internet. 
I asked him which website he saw them on. He replied, "Google Earth"! 

 
 Just seen a sign in Morrisons saying Turkey £29. That's £500 cheaper than Thomas Cook! 
 My wife asked me for something silky for Christmas. I bet 2.5 litres of emulsion will be wrong. 
 I’ve got a Premier Inn advent calendar – I can’t open any of the windows.  
 I have an incredible ability to guess what's inside a wrapped present.....its a gift!! 

 
 CONFUCIUS SAY: Man who feel Happy all Christmas Day, then Grumpy on Boxing Day, has only five more dwarfs to feel. 
 Mariah Carey is opening her Christmas present. Inside she finds a deed to an undeveloped plot of land that is zoned 

residential. Disappointed, she set the deed down and says... "I don't want a lot for Christmas" 
 I have a Microsoft advent calendar. Once you’ve got a few windows open the whole thing shuts down 
 How did Darth Vader know what Luke Skywalker got him for Christmas? He felt his presents. 



      
“He's still a most immoral Santa!”    

 

 
Just to let everyone know, after much soul-searching we have decided not to send any Christmas cards this year. 

Including postage, we normally spend around £50 on cards and generally the cards just end up in the bin and, 
subsequently, in landfill. This is such a huge waste. 

To counter this waste we have decided to take the £50 to TESCO and spend it on vodka, gin, cider and beer, massively 
reducing our ability to give one shit what anyone else thinks. 

We’re sure you support us in this utterly selfish act. Happy Christmas! 

 


